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Both companies have achieved significant revenue growth since the economic crisis of and , but neither has
returned to its previous total sales volume. Revenue and profit generation through vehicle financing and
leasing arrangements are critical to both Ford and GM's business models. They established their brand as an
independent company in and changed their name to Toyota. GM Leads U. GM took a government bailout,
while Ford declined; both companies have recovered in the years since. They produced their first vehicle, the
Toyota AA, in when the company was still associated in Toyoda. At first glance, the two large car makers may
appear to have similar business models. While this may seem like a huge brand lineup, GM, similar to Ford,
has divested or discontinued several brands, including the following: Oldsmobile discontinued in  The New
York Times. Next, is Toyota, with  Updated Aug 8, Ford vs. Another factor causing the decline of General
Motors is related to a deteriorating internal structure on both the management and supply chain levels. By
General Motors had sold 25, vehicles and went on to found the popular automotive company, Chevrolet, in
Associated  A History of the Toyota Motor Corporation. What Are the Benefits of Organizational Structure.
This is set to continue in the future as most of the growth in the Chinese market is likely to come form tier 3
and tier 4 cities where the typical buyer profile is likely that of a first time buyer purchasing a compact car. By
doing so they have enabled a business model Figure 1 that creates a self-sustaining cycle of reinvestment that
will drive continuous improvement in vehicle design, manufacturing discipline, brand strength, pricing and
margins Sustainability  Durant Associated  Please note that automotive revenue and per unit calculations for
Honda do not include numbers from its motorcycles division. Throughout this discussion, the following topics
will be covered to address the similarities and differences between the two companies: their company goals
and ambitions, environmental technology, and safety technology enhancements Organizations and Industry
Context History of General Motors General Motors was founded in September by William C. This result
flows directly from its higher transaction prices and operational efficiency, which leads to significantly better
margins. This is still a remarkable gap as Toyota and GM sell almost the same number of units in a year. They
opened their first factory in , but unfortunately had to cease production during World War II. Strategic
Management Insight. Houston Chronicle. Key Takeaways Ford and General Motors are the two biggest
automakers in the United States and are also big players on the world stage. North America is the most
profitable market for most auto companies, including Toyota.


